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PEACE
We will comprehend the word serenity, and we will know peace. BB, pg 83-84
We can be alone at perfect peace and ease. BB, Pg 75
There was a sense of victory, followed by such a peace and serenity as I had
never known. BB, pg 14
I was to know happiness, peace, and usefulness, in a way of life that is incredibly
more wonderful as time passes. BB, pg 8
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In the face of collapse and despair, in the face of the total failure of their human resources, they found that a new
power, peace, happiness, and sense of direction flowed into them. BB, pg 50
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To those of us who have hitherto known only excitement, depression, or anxiety—in other words, to all of us—this
newfound peace is a priceless gift. 12 & 12, Pg 74
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As we felt new power flow in, as we enjoyed peace of mind, as we discovered we could face life successfully, as we
became conscious of His presence, we began to lose our fear of today, tomorrow, or the hereafter. We were reborn.
BB, pg 63
Learning how to live in the greatest peace, partnership, and brotherhood with all men and women,
of whatever description, is a moving and fascinating adventure. 12,&,12, pg 77
These were the new attitudes that finally brought many of us an inner strength and peace that could not
be deeply shaken by the shortcomings of others or by any calamity not of our own making. 12,&,12, pg 116
When, with God's help, we calmly accepted our lot, then we found we could live at peace with ourselves and show
others who still suffered the same fears that they could get over them, too. 12 & 12, pg 76
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When our inventory is carefully taken, and we have made peace with ourselves, the conviction follows that tomorrow’s challenges can be met as they come. 12 & 12 pg 89
"Lord, make me a channel of thy peace - that where there is hatred,
I may bring love - that where there is wrong, I may bring the spirit
of forgiveness - that where there is discord, I may bring harmony that where there is error, I may bring truth - that where there is
doubt, I may bring faith - that where there is despair, I may bring
hope - that where there are shadows, I may bring light - that where
there is sadness, I may bring joy. Lord, grant that I may seek rather
to comfort than to be comforted - to understand, than to be understood - to love, than to be loved. For it is by self-forgetting that one
finds. It is by forgiving that one is forgiven. It is by dying that one
awakens to Eternal Life. Amen." 12 & 12, pg 99
Each day my friend's simple talk in our kitchen multiplies itself in
widening circle of peace on earth and good will to men. BB of AA,
pg 16
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AA Step 1: We admitted we were powerless over alcohol-that our lives had become unmanageable.
My Step 1: Came to the realization that alcohol consumption had severely impeded my ability to accomplish every one of my
life’s aspirations.
By John B
Step one combines simplicity with unadorned honesty. To begin the recovery journey all I had to do was make a
decision; admit something. It was now an undeniable fact that I had reached a point where the ability to resist
the compulsion to take a drink had been destroyed. Quantity and frequency choices were no longer mine.
Here’s how most of my days would start. We owned and I operated a restaurant and bar in rural Indiana. I mean
rural – corn, soybeans, hogs, and dairy cows rural. As experienced drinkers know, the standard shot glass is 2 oz.
with a white line at the 1 oz. level. At six o’clock in the morning I filled the glass up to the line with whiskey,
added a blurb of peppermint schnapps, dribbled in several drops of bitters, tossed it down the hatch and chased it
with black coffee. Three of these little beauties in the space of five minutes eliminated those pesky hangovers.
Needless to say, my life needed new management. I suffered from what I call alcoholic usurpation, a form of
thievery that robbed me of the ability to apply reasoned judgment to the reality of my daily life. Alcohol played
the role of a skilled embezzler and I, the alcoholic, played the role of co-conspirator using denial, blaming,
feigned ignorance, and other concealment tactics to cover the losses. Inevitably, bankruptcy occurred. The cover
up was exposed. Confession time had arrived.
In one sense, my admission of powerlessness over alcohol was motivated by a feeling of guilt associated with and
derived from the consequences of my drinking. But more importantly, the admission signified my unconditional
surrender. Life looked bleak.
My first experience with AA was part of a treatment program in 1980. By 1984, reliance on willpower had led to
perpetual relapses; helplessness and hopelessness saturated my entire being. These two feelings combined with
self-loathing drove me back into the rooms of AA where I was met with empathy and camaraderie, and surprisingly, the realization that I had already done Step 1.
Four years of intermittent AA attendance had not resulted in sustained sobriety but it had not been a complete
waste. I had seen the joy and heard the laughter; I had enjoyed the self-deprecating humor, and had learned
from the stories of success and the agony of failure. I wanted what those people had, I wanted sobriety.
At first glance, Step One may appear to be somewhere between formidable and impossible to a still suffering alcoholic who had been beaten down to a near zero sense of self-worth. Here is where reason and common sense
finally came into play for me. Every AA meeting I attended presented evidence of successful recovery. All I
needed to do was open my mind to the possibility that I too could succeed. As distasteful as the concept of powerlessness may be, Step One restricts it to one thing, powerlessness over alcohol. Completion of this part of the
step requires only one concession – a commitment to abstinence.
As the third tradition of AA states “…the only requirement for AA membership is a desire to stop drinking.” Pure
simplicity! Well, maybe not so simple. One might ask, does doing step one actually require a commitment to abstinence? Based on the wording of the third tradition, I think it does. If I state a desire to achieve something, the
statement itself carries with it the implicit necessity for commitment. My stated desire to stop drinking carries
with it a commitment to abstinence. In this context what else could the word stop mean?
The second suggestion in Step 1 is also a limited request. It does not say that we alcoholics have always lacked
the competence to manage our lives. The implication is clear, my powerlessness over the mind altering effects of
alcohol created the unmanageability. More simplicity – remove the cause, then rebuild a lifestyle based on reason
and common sense. I was told repeatedly that compared to a life based on alcoholic fiction, reality isn’t that bad.
Beyond any doubt, I now know that to be true. In retrospect, I now understand that the intense pain created by
my addiction motivated two significant changes in attitude. Four years of ambivalence toward the seriousness of
my addiction had been replaced with the belief that sobriety was both necessary and doable. Today, those two
principles, necessity and doability, are tools I apply to important decisions on a regular basis.
The completion of Step One primarily required honesty, but it also suggested the immediate need for some humility and gratitude. Four years of failure to stay sober had taught me that reliance on my own volition was not a
winning strategy. Powerlessness and unmanageability needed to be reversed. I had finally realized the necessity
for outside help, and I already owed a debt of gratitude for the “welcome back” support I had received. Help was
staring directly at me; all I needed was enough humility to accept it. Reprinted with permission
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GOD WORD SCRAMBLE
ARCZ FO HTE NEHVEAS_____________________________
DERNFI_________________________________________
FERTAH OF HLIGT_________________________________
MYPREOLE______________________________________
GDO OF SRONAE__________________________________
ICRNALIPP_______________________________________
GAETR IELYRAT___________________________________
VLSERIANU NMDI_________________________________
EERTAIVC EENLNGTIICLE___________________________
RENEESPC_______________________________________
FIINETIN ROEWP ADN EVLO_________________________
TIIRSP OF UERTNA_________________________________
EUPSMRE BNEGI__________________________________
IRDCETRO_______________________________________
ARETORC________________________________________
NIVOCEERPD_____________________________________
LARME FO HTE ISTIPR______________________________

*answers on page 8

From the GSO Newsletter, “Box 4-5-9, Winter 2019
Brenda B. arrived at G.S.O. on July 1, traveling from Memphis, Tennessee, where she had worked for 18 years as office
manager of the Memphis Area Intergroup Association. The move from Memphis to New York was “a huge undertaking,” Brenda says, “but I was ready for it. I’ve always had a deep desire to work at the General Service Office and I
stepped into it and trusted the process.” Brenda is currently serving on the Corrections assignment, which suits her,
since she has always empathized with the plight of those incarcerated. Her 26-year-old brother was killed in prison.
“He got sober in prison, but I didn’t know that,” says Brenda, who has 27 years in A.A. “That was in my active heyday,
when I was young and full of alcohol and resentment.” But a few years ago, she found a picture of her brother that
his prison A.A. group had sent her parents after his death. “It had the name of the group and the inmates, and the
7th and 11th Step prayers,” she says. “All of that tied in the gratitude I feel for A.A. I’m living a life beyond my wildest
dreams.” The Corrections desk is a busy one, Brenda says. “We get 400-500 letters a month from inmates and maybe
200 emails and 80 phone calls from the Fellowship. We respond to each and every one of these.” In addition, Brenda
is secretary of the Corrections committee and prepares the Corrections agenda and background information used at
board meetings. The fast pace isn’t overwhelming, Brenda says since “my colleagues are always willing and open to
answer and guide me in the right direction when I need help.” Brenda also gets help from her sponsor in Memphis and
her new home group, two blocks away from her Harlem apartment. They do things “a little differently” in New York
meetings, but she’s taken on a service commitment. “I’m making friends and becoming a friend. I’m grateful for the
Twelve Steps, for sponsorship and for God’s help — that all gave me the foundation to pack up and move to New
York.”
Reprinted with permission aaws.org
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1975 International Conference
Of Young People in AA
Little known to most Memphis AA ’ s is that Memphis once hosted an International AA
Conference. Long before the ICYPAA acronym was in use the conference was simply called The
International Conference of Young People in AA and in 1975 it was Memphis ’ s honor to host
it.
In July of 1974 a small group of young people from the fledgling Memphis Young People ’ s Group, which met in
the basement of the Action Club, drove to Indianapolis Indiana to attend the 17 th International Conference themed WE ’
VE ONLY JUST BEGUN. For most of the group it was the 1 st AA event of that type they ’ d ever attended and most had no
idea what to expect. By Saturday night, however, they were so energized by the conference they impulsively put in a bid
for the 18th conference and were chosen.
Upon returning to Memphis the reality of what they ’ d committed to kicked in and panic set in. “ We don ’ t
have a clue as to how to pull this off! What have we gotten ourselves in to? ” But it was meant to be.
With much help from God, young AA ’ s from other cities with more experience with conferences, and the encouragement of a few locals like Kitty Lou A. the conference evolved.
Finally, the weekend of August 29, 30 and 31 1975 arrived. Pre-Registrations were very light and there was some
fear that not enough folks would come to meet the commitments that had been made to the Holiday in Rivermont.
Clearly this was going to have to be a “ God Thing. ” If it was meant to be. A pot-luck dinner was held on August 28 th at
the Action Club on Malcomb. For the most part only locals were expected, but as soon as the doors opened up one by
one, the out-of-towners started showing up and by the end of the night it
was clear that it was going to be a wonderful and memorable weekend.
The three-day conference with the theme of COMING OF AGE was
a great success on every level. It drew the largest registration of any Young
People ’ s International up to that time with between 750-800 registrants.
But most importantly it was an event that changed lives forever.
*Side Note: In 2001 a reunion was held in Memphis of everyone that was
active in the Memphis Young People ’ s Group in 1975. This was about 15
people and all were located except one. We had scattered over the years
to California, Arizona, Georgia and of course a small group had stayed in
Memphis. Over the years everyone who had participated in or attended
that conference had remained sober and active in AA.
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We wish to thank Milton McL, of the Traditions
Group, for his generosity in allowing us to display
his 1st Edition, 10th Printing of the Big Book of Alcoholics Anonymous.
In addition, we thank Diane Z., of the WAAGL
group, for bringing in items given to her by our beloved Kittylu A: “Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions”, “The Little Red Book”, and “The AA Service
Manual” that was Bud R’s. Diane also brought in a
copy of “AA Today: A Special Publication by the AA
Grapevine Commemorating the 25th Anniversary of
Alcoholics Anonymous”, which originally was
owned by Lucretia G., who gave it to Kittylu. Some
of you may know Lucretia’s daughter and son-inlaw, Alice and Colin R.
Again, we are honored by the trust that the fellowship has shown in allowing us to house their precious items. We encourage everyone to come in and
see them in person.

From the MAIA Office
I want to thank everyone for the patience, love, and tolerance they have shown me this year as I
have been learning this, most important, job. It has been daunting, exciting, exasperating, fulfilling, and deeply meaningful for me. Every time I answer the phone and hear the voice of someone
who has found their way to the end of their “drinking career”, as Bill put it, I am flooded with gratitude. Not only for my sobriety, but for the opportunity to be of service
to God and those about me in this way.
My wish is for a healthy and happy New Year for you all.
Love in recovery,
Gina
A reminder…………….The Intergroup Representatives meeting will be January 5, 2020, 1:00 p.m., at Christ United Methodist Church in the sanctuary at the front of the church.. Anyone interested is welcome; you do not have to be an IG Rep to
attend!
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GROUP CONTRIBUTIONS

ABC Group -

0.00

0.00

200.00

AMAA

0.00

0.00

600.00

45.00

0.00

45.00

Bluff City Group

0.00

0.00

550.00

Broken to Whole

0.00

0.00

173.10

Came to Believe Group

50.00

0.00

600.00

Central Gardens Group

0.00

50.00

550.00

Collierville Group

0.00

0.00

1,560.64

Collierville Hopefuls

0.00

0.00

565.08

Any Length Group

Cordova Hope Group

0.00

0.00

140.00

Covington

30.00

21.00

348.00

Customer

0.00

0.00

153.04

Downtown Nooners N/S

0.00

0.00

50.00

Downtown Thursday Night Group

0.00

0.00

190.00

Downtown Wednesday Meeting

0.00

0.00

26.95

50.00

0.00

50.00

Early Risers
Earlybird

0.00

0.00

2,045.21

100.00

100.00

1,000.00

Everyday People

0.00

0.00

47.00

Frayser Group

0.00

25.00

275.00

Friends of Bill W-Janet

0.00

0.00

971.17

Germantown Happy

0.00

0.00

1,422.12

Germantown Noon-Anne

918.30

203.76

6,146.79

Grace in the Grove

259.53

100.00

409.53

Growing Flowers

0.00

0.00

25.00

Happy Destiny

0.00

100.00

400.00

Heavy Hitters

0.00

0.00

60.00

Hickory Hill

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

100.00

Hopeful High Nooners

0.00

140.00

600.00

East Goodman Road

Horn Lake

60.00

0.00

85.00

IG Monthly rep meeting

0.00

0.00

83.00

Jaywalkers

0.00

0.00

276.78

Lakeland

0.00

0.00

1,640.28

Love and Tolerance

0.00

285.00

662.79
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Men of Recovery

0.00

16.89

69.68

Midtown Group-

0.00

0.00

2.81

Millington

0.00

30.00

60.78

Miracle Among Us

0.00

0.00

650.00

Mustard Seed

0.00

102.00

0.00

Neshoba Awakening

0.00

10.00

90.00

25.00

25.00

275.00

New Start
Open Minded

0.00

0.00

10.00

100.00

0.00

235.82

Overton Park

0.00

0.00

27.00

Pleasant Hill-Elkins

0.00

89.30

265.70

Real Deal/Oats Manor AA

0.00

71.12

288.05

Recovery on the River

0.00

0.00

200.00

S.O.S.

0.00

0.00

60.00

Saturday Reflections Group

0.00

0.00

160.00

Out-of-Towners Fellowship Group

Second Chance

75.00

0.00

800.00

Serenity Group

250.00

400.00

500.00

Seriously Sober

153.00

0.00

938.00

0.00

250.00

941.31

Shady Ladies
Sober Journey

0.00

0.00

400.00

280.00

140.00

840.00

0.00

0.00

62.85

11.00

0.00

11.00

Steering Committee- Treasurer

0.00

0.00

34.00

TCYPAA

0.00

0.00

902.76

The Bright Spot

0.00

0.00

750.00

Three Legged Stool

0.00

0.00

211.00

Solutions Group
South Memphis-Marilyn
Steering Committee- Office Manager

Traditions
Two Doors Down
Unity Group
Upon Awakening

50.00

0.00

550.00

100.00

100.00

1,200.01

67.64

37.95

715.84

0.00

0.00

523.04

WAAGL

25.00

0.00

275.00

Whitehaven Morning Sunrisers-

50.00

125.00

200.00

633.00

0.00

1,131.43

0.00
3,332.47

0.00
2,422.02

700.00
36,161.56

Winchester
Worldly Indeed
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January Birthdays
REAL DEAL:

WINCHESTER:

Darnell G………………...34 yrs

Ray D………………..51 yrs

Reginal H…………..…...19 yrs

John P……………….33 yrs

Diane M………………..….19 yrs

Colleen F………….31 yrs

Robert C…………….…...18 yrs
Phillip B………………….12 yrs
Eddie H…………………….24 yrs
Rinita H…………………..19 yrs

EARLY RISERS:

Jerry H…………………...19 yrs

Greg W….…………...34 yrs

Mariah A………………….4 yrs

Spike…………….…..24 yrs

Tim S………………………3 yrs.

Lisa W……………...11 yrs
Linda W……………..9 yrs
Theresa J…………….7 yrs
Janice H…………….6 yrs
WAAGL:
Barbara Mc……….20 yrs

UNITY:
Sherry S……......30 yrs
Anna B……….....12 yrs
Ann P…………….12 yrs
Pam B…………….12 yrs
Sarah P…………...7 yrs
Kristin N……,……3 yrs

S.O.S:
Stephanie S……..24 yrs

The First
Concept of World
Service:
I. The final responsibility and ultimate authority for A.A. world services should always reside in the
collective conscience of our
whole Fellowship.

*from page 3 word scramble:

CZAR OF THE HEAVENS
FRIEND
FATHER OF LIGHT
EMPLOYER
GOD OF REASON
PRINCIPAL
GREAT REALITY
UNIVERSAL MIND
CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE
PRESENCE
INFINITE POWER AND
LOVE
SPIRIT OF NATURE
SUPREME BEING
DIRECTOR
CREATOR
PROVIDENCE
REALM OF THE SPIRIT
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Schedule of Events
SERCYPAlooza NYE
December 31 @ 7:00 pm
1870 Madison Ave
Memphis, TN
Memphis Area Treatment Facility Committee
January 6 @ 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Came to Believe, 2865 Walnut Grove
Memphis, TN 38111
Memphis Area Correctional Committee
January 7 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Came to Believe, 2865 Walnut Grove
Memphis, TN 38111
Cooperation w/ Professionals Committee
January 1 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Two Doors Down, 1578 Yorkshire
Memphis, TN 38119
District 24
January 4 @ 10:00 am - 11:30 am
WAAGL, 7715 US-70 #108
Bartlett, TN 38133
District 22
January 4 @ 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Area 51 Group, 3563 Thomas St
Memphis, TN 38127
District 20
January 4 @ 1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Last Chance Group, 3002 Airways Blvd
Memphis, TN
MAIA IG REPS MTG
February 2 @ 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Christ United Methodist Church, 4488 Poplar
Ave Ross-Wilson Bldg Room 415
Memphis, TN
District 25 Monthly Business Meeting
January 8 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Germantown United Methodist Church, 2324
Germantown Road
Germantown, TN 38138
District 21 Monthly Business Meeting
January 13@ 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Crosstown Concourse, 1350 Concourse
Memphis Area Grapevine Committee
January 14 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
White Station Church of Christ, 1106 Colonial
Road
Memphis

January 2020
Sun Mon Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Become a High Fiver!
Memphis Area Intergroup has been the link between the A.A. recovery community and the newcomer and, even as importantly, with one another since 1960. Many of us are grateful to the office
for its helping hand, but have either not known that Intergroup needs our support, or our contributions have been put off due to our new busy and happy lives. “High Fivers” is a way we have found to
allow members to show their gratitude by making sure the services provided by the office continues.
High Fivers is a program of commitment; we commit to a $5.00 contribution per month, either
monthly, quarterly, or annually. Contact our office with details on the ways with which you can submit your monetary contributions.
Intergroup, in return , will send an acknowledgement for your contributions at the end of each calendar year. These contributions are tax deductible.
As an expression of gratitude, you will receive a hard copy of this newsletter in the mail each month.
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Tradition One: Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends
upon AA unity.
1. Am I in my group a healing, mending, integrating person, or am I divisive? What about gossip
and taking other members’ inventories?
2. Am I a peacemaker? Or do I, with pious preludes such as “just for the sake of discussion,” plunge
into argument?
3. Am I gentle with those who rub me the wrong way, or am I abrasive?
4. Do I make competitive AA remarks, such as comparing one group with another or contrasting AA
in one place with AA in another?
5. Do I put down some AA activities as if I were superior for not participating in this or that aspect
of AA?
6. Am I informed about AA as a whole? Do I support, in every way I can, AA as a whole, or just the
parts I understand and approve of?
7. Am I as considerate of AA members as I want them to be of me?
8. Do I spout platitudes about love while indulging in and secretly justifying behavior that bristles
with hostility?
9. Do I go to enough AA meetings or read enough AA literature to really keep in touch? Do I share
with AA all of me, the bad and the good, accepting as well as giving the help of fellowship?

Tradition One — Long Form
“Each member of Alcoholics Anonymous is but
a small part of a great whole. A.A. must continue to live or most of us will surely die. Hence
our common welfare comes first. But individual
welfare follows close afterward.”
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Our whole AA program is securely founded on the principle of humility -- that is to say,
perspective. Which implies, among other things, that we relate ourselves rightly to God
and to our fellows; that we each see ourselves as we really are -- "a small part of a great
whole". Seeing our fellows thus, we shall enjoy group harmony. That is why AA Tradition
can confidently state, "Our common welfare comes first." "Does this mean," some will
ask, "that in AA the individual doesn't count too much? Is he to be swallowed up, dominated by the group?" No, it doesn't seem to work out that way. Perhaps there is no society on earth more solicitous of personal welfare, more careful to grant the individual the
greatest possible liberty of belief and action. Alcoholics Anonymous has not "musts." Few
AA groups impose penalties on anyone for nonconformity. We do suggest, but we don't
discipline. Instead, compliance or noncompliance with any principle of AA is a matter for
the conscience of the individual; he is the judge of his own conduct. Those words of old
time, "judge not," we observe most literally. "But," some of us argue, "if AA has no authority to govern its individual members or groups, how shall it ever be sure that the common
welfare does come first? How is it possible to be governed without a government? If everyone can do as he pleases, how can you have aught but anarchy?" The answer seems
to be that we AAs cannot really do as we please, though there is no constituted human
authority to restrain us. Actually, our common welfare is protected by powerful safeguards. The moment any action seriously threatens the common welfare, group opinion
mobilizes to remind us; our conscience begins to complain. If one persists, he may become so disturbed as to get drunk; alcohol gives him a beating. Group opinion shows him
that he is off the beam, his own conscience tells him that he is dead wrong, and, if he
goes too far, Barleycorn brings him real conviction. So it is we learn that in matters deeply
affecting the group as a whole, "our common welfare comes first." Rebellion ceases and
cooperation begins because it must; we have disciplined ourselves. Eventually, of course,
we cooperate because we really wish to; we see that without AA there can be little lasting
recovery for anyone. We gladly set aside personal ambitions whenever these might harm
AA. We humbly confess that we are but "a small part of a great whole."
Copyright © The A.A. Grapevine, Inc., December 1947

January 1
Memphis Area Intergroup Association
Memphis Area Intergroup Association
3540 Summer Ave., Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122

901 454-1414 office
901 454-0420 fax
memphisarea@bellsouth.net

memphis-aa.org

M.A.I.A.
3540 Summer Avenue, Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122

“The Tippler” is a free monthly publication, and
will be emailed to anyone interested. However,
if you’d like to receive a copy via USPS, a contribution of $5 monthly, or $60 annually, helps
defray the costs involved. Fill out the form below and , along with your contribution, mail to
the above address. We thank you!
Name____________________________
__
Email____________________________
__
Address_____________________________

Daily Reflections
"I AM A MIRACLE"
The central fact of our lives today is the absolute certainty
that our
Creator has entered into our hearts and lives in a way which
is indeed
miraculous. He has commenced to accomplish those things
for us
which we could never do by ourselves.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, p. 25
This truly is a fact in my life today, and a real miracle. I always
believed in God, but could never put that belief meaningfully into my
life. Today, because of Alcoholics Anonymous, I now trust
and rely on
God, as I understand Him; I am sober today because of
that! Learning
to trust and rely on God was something I could never have
done alone.
I now believe in miracles because I am one!

